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Algorithms inspired by swarm intelligence have been used for many optimization problems 
and their effectiveness has been proven in many ﬁelds. We propose a new swarm 
intelligence algorithm for structural learning of Bayesian networks, BFO-B, based on 
bacterial foraging optimization. In the BFO-B algorithm, each bacterium corresponds to 
a candidate solution that represents a Bayesian network structure, and the algorithm 
operates under three principal mechanisms: chemotaxis, reproduction, and elimination 
and dispersal. The chemotaxis mechanism uses four operators to randomly and greedily 
optimize each solution in a bacterial population, then the reproduction mechanism 
simulates survival of the ﬁttest to exploit superior solutions and speed convergence of 
the optimization. Finally, an elimination and dispersal mechanism controls the exploration 
processes and jumps out of a local optima with a certain probability. We tested the 
individual contributions of four algorithm operators and compared with two state of the 
art swarm intelligence based algorithms and seven other well-known algorithms on many 
benchmark networks. The experimental results verify that the proposed BFO-B algorithm 
is a viable alternative to learn the structures of Bayesian networks, and is also highly 
competitive compared to state of the art algorithms.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC 
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
A Bayesian network (BN) is one of the most effective theoretical models to represent uncertainty of knowledge in artiﬁcial 
intelligence. A BN uses a graphical model to depict conditional independence relations among random variables in a domain 
and encode the joint probability distribution of random variables [1]. Given a BN and observations of some variables, the 
values of other unobserved variables can be predicted by probabilistic inference. Therefore, systems successfully use this 
paradigm to model practical problems in many different areas, such as medical diagnosis, natural language processing, 
forecasting, biology, and control [2].
Learning a BN structure automatically from data has received much attention, and variety of learning algorithms have 
been proposed [3–29]. These algorithms all adopt either the dependency analysis or score and search approaches. Depen-
dency analysis is a constraint satisfaction problem, and employs a statistical method to judge dependency and independency 
relationships among variables and thereby constructs a BN [19]. Score and search is an optimization problem, and employs a 
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til the best metric value is obtained [14]. Unfortunately, both approaches have fatal drawbacks. Dependency analysis needs 
to perform an exponential number of dependency tests that are usually complex and unreliable, and it is hard to ensure 
learning quality. In contrast, learning a BN structure by score and search becomes an NP-hard problem as the number of 
variables increases [30]. Once the space of candidate networks becomes large, nearly all exact searches are inappropriate for 
BN structural learning. Although some heuristic algorithms, such as iterated local search [3], K2 [25], and hill climbing [26,
27] algorithms can address the problem of large search spaces, they often become trapped in local optima.
To solve these problems, several stochastic algorithms based on global optimization mechanisms have been introduced 
for structural learning of BNs in recent years. These algorithms can be divided into two categories [31]: 1) The evolutionary 
algorithm, which draws inspiration from evolution and natural genetics and includes evolutionary programming, genetic al-
gorithm, evolution strategy, and genetic programming. Evolutionary programming [4,5] and genetic algorithm [8,9,17] based 
methods are effective ways with which a BN structure can be successfully learned. 2) The swarm intelligence algorithm, 
which is a nature inspired optimization technology that consists of particle swarm optimization (PSO) [32,33], ant colony 
optimization (ACO) [34,35], artiﬁcial bee colony optimization (ABC) [36], and bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) [37]. 
ACO, ABC, and PSO have proven their effectiveness at learning a BN structure from the data [6,10,23]. Their common feature 
is the use of a meta-heuristic search mechanism to explore the BN structural space while a scoring metric is applied to 
evaluate the ﬁtness of candidate networks.
BFO is a swarm intelligence algorithm developed by Passino in 2002 [37,38], which simulates the foraging behavior 
of Escherichia coli bacteria. The basic principle is that bacteria move through either tumbling or swimming to maximize 
the energy consumed by eating as many nutrients as they can. As the smallest creatures on earth, bacteria contain many 
clever optimization mechanisms. Thus, BFO has unique good performance, and has been successful in a wide variety of 
optimization tasks since it was proposed [39–44]. However, to date this optimization technology has not been applied to 
learning BN structures.
Existing structural learning methods PSO-B, ACO-B, and ABC-B (based on the PSO, ACO, and ABC swarm intelligence 
algorithms, respectively) have some latent drawbacks. PSO-B keeps track of two types of optimal solutions, which makes it 
easily trapped in local optima. ACO-B and ABC-B employ pheromones to construct solutions. Although the positive feedback 
mechanism behind the pheromone can effectively guide the search for superior solutions, if the pheromone is over used, it 
may overpower a better solution, and the risk of the algorithms becoming trapped in local optima is high. However, BFO 
does not contain mechanisms that make an algorithm easily trapped, and has a high probability of escaping from local 
optima. Hence, we propose a new BN structural learning method, BFO-B, based on BFO.
In BFO-B, each bacterium constantly looks for a network structure with a better metric value using three optimization 
mechanisms: chemotaxis, reproduction, and elimination and dispersal. The chemotaxis locally optimizes each feasible solu-
tion, reproduction applies survival of the ﬁttest to candidate solutions, and elimination and dispersal allows jump out of a 
local optima. The three mechanisms maintain a balance between exploitation and exploration and make it possible to ob-
tain a global optimal or near optimal solution. To verify BFO-B performance, we conducted a series of experiments on many 
benchmark networks, investigating the effects of key parameters on the algorithm performance, contributions of different 
mechanisms to the algorithm performance, and performance comparisons with two swarm intelligence based algorithms 
and seven other algorithm types. The experimental outcomes verify that BFO-B is a promising approach to learn BN struc-
tures from data, highly competitive compared with two state of the art swarm intelligence based methods, and signiﬁcantly 
superior to other methods.
Section 2 of this paper brieﬂy introduces BNs, the K2 scoring metric of BNs, and BFO. Section 3 presents the details of 
the BFO-B algorithm, and the veriﬁcation experiments are described and outcomes are discussed in Section 4. Section 5
summarizes our conclusions and possible future directions.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. BNs
A BN, also known as a belief network or a causal network, is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which qualitatively char-
acterizes the dependent and independent relationships among random variables, and uses a set of probability parameters 
to quantify the strength of the dependencies between each node and its parent nodes. It can be denoted as G = (X, A), 
where X = {X1, X2, · · · , Xi, · · · , Xn} is a set of nodes, Xi is a random variable, A = {aij} is a set of arcs, and aij describes a 
direct dependence relationship between Xi and X j . A set of conditional probability parameters is also associated with each 
non-root node, P
(
Xi |∏(Xi)), where ∏(Xi) is a parent set of Xi , which quantiﬁes how much Xi depends on its parents. 
Thus, a BN can be uniquely encoded using the joint probability distribution of the variable set X = {X1, X2, · · · , Xn},
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For the score and search approach, the problem of learning a BN can be described as follows: given a scoring metric and 
a training set D = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} with m cases, where each vi ∈ D is a fully instantiated set of n random variables, a search 
method constantly uses the scoring metric with respect to the training set to evaluate candidate network structures, until it 
obtains the network structure that best matches D .
A key aspect of the score and search approach is the scoring metric. We use the K2 metric, one of the most well-known 
Bayesian scoring methods, ﬁrst used in the K2 algorithm [25]. The initial expression of the K2 metric is










where ri is the number of possible value assignments of Xi , qi is the number of possible instantiations for 
∏
(Xi), Nijk is 
the number of cases in D when Xi = vik and ∏(Xi) are instantiated with the jth conﬁguration, and Nij =∑rik=1 Nijk .
Decomposability is a very important characteristic for a scoring metric, by which the scoring of the whole network 
structure can be transformed into the summed score of the local structures of each node. When a local structure of a 
node in a BN is changed, we only need to recalculate the scoring of this node. Thus, a decomposable scoring metric can 
greatly reduce the number of repeated calculations. To obtain a decomposable K2 metric, we use the logarithm of P (G : D)
and ignore the constant, logP (G), when assuming a uniform prior for P(G) [6]. We express the decomposable K2 metric 
as
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Because the joint probability is less than 1, the decomposable K2 score using log(P (G : D)) is always negative. Thus, the 
best BN structure is that with the highest K2 score regardless of which search algorithm is used.
2.3. BFO
Foraging strategies are used by animals and microbes to locate, handle, and ingest food. Natural selection tends to favor 
those species with good foraging strategies and eliminate those with poor foraging strategies. The species with poor foraging 
strategies cannot obtain enough food to enable them to reproduce, so after many generations, they are either eliminated 
or develop good foraging strategies. Inspired by this evolutionary principle, Passino developed a BFO algorithm based on 
the foraging behavior of E. coli bacteria present in the human gut [37,38]. The BFO algorithm has been applied to various 
real-world optimization problems such as data mining [39], harmonic estimation [41], edge detection [43], and RFID network 
planning [44] and has shown its effectiveness.
BFO is an iteration algorithm where each bacterium represents a feasible solution of the optimization problem. It 
starts with a population of bacteria, randomly generated during an initialization phase. Then the bacterial population tries 
to ﬁnd an optimal solution by three nested loop mechanisms: chemotaxis, reproduction, and elimination and dispersal. 
BFO combines exploitation and exploration processes. In particular, each bacterium performs exploitation processes in the 
chemotactic steps and controls exploration processes with a certain probability in the elimination and dispersal steps. The 
reproduction steps, which select superior and eliminate inferior individuals, are directly analogous with the selection mech-
anism of classical evolutionary algorithms and can provide fast convergence of the bacterial population near the optima [45]. 
The BFO algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, and a brief introduction to the three mechanisms is given below for the 
case of ﬁnding the maximum of an objective function.
Algorithm 1 BFO.
1 Initialize population and set parameters
2 Elimination and dispersal loop: l = l + 1
3 Reproduction loop: k = k + 1
4 Chemotaxis loop: j = j + 1
5 Each bacterium takes a chemotactic step.
6 The bacterial population takes a reproduction step.
7 Each bacterium takes an elimination and dispersal step with a given probability.
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Chemotaxis simulates the movement of E. coli through tumbling and swimming via ﬂagella. A bacterium tumbles in a 
random direction, searching for food. If food is abundant in the selected direction, the bacterium will swim in this direction 
until the food supply worsens or the bacterium reaches the speciﬁed steps, which is called chemotaxis. Bacterium movement 
can be expressed as
xi( j + 1,k, l) = xi( j,k, l) + C(i)φ(i), (5)
where xi( j, k, l) represents the position of the ith bacterium at the jth chemotaxis, kth reproduction, and lth elimination 
and dispersal step; C(i) is the step size in the random direction for bacterium i; and φ(i) is the unit length in the random 
direction. When J (xi( j + 1, k, l)) > J (xi( j, k, l)), the ith bacterium will swim another step of size C(i) in the same direction 
according to Eq. (5). Swimming continues until the bacterium either reaches the maximum number of steps, Ns , or the 
objective function value decreases.
2.3.2. Reproduction
The bacteria grow longer in accordance with the increase in the absorption of nutrients in the chemotactic steps. Under 
appropriate conditions, some will die, and others that have obtained adequate nutrients will divide to form two daughters. 
To model this phenomenon, let the number of chemotactic steps, Nc , be the lifetime of the bacterium, S be the number 
of the bacterial population, and Sr = S/2 be the number of bacteria that have accumulated adequate nutrients to cope for 
themselves. After Nc chemotactic steps, a reproduction step is instigated. The bacterial population is sorted in descending 
order according to the value of a health function. A larger health value indicates a healthier bacterium, so each of the Sr
healthiest bacteria split into two bacteria, which are placed at the same location, while the remaining Sr bacteria die, to 
maintain a constant population size. The health function is used to compute the accumulated objective value of the ith 




J (i, j,k, l), (6)
where J ihealth represents the health value of the ith bacterium, J (i, j, k, l) = J (xi( j, k, l)).
2.3.3. Elimination and dispersal
With changes to the local environment that a population of bacteria lives in, all of the bacteria may be killed or a group 
of bacteria may disperse into a new environment to ﬁnd better food sources. To simulate this phenomenon, an elimination 
and dispersal step is taken after Nre reproduction steps. Each bacterium in the population may be eliminated or dispersed 
to a new location with probability Ped . The new location is randomly initialized over the solution space, so this may or may 
not place bacteria near good solutions. Let Ned be the number of elimination and dispersal steps. Generally, Nc ≥ Nre ≥ Ned , 
i.e., a bacterial population will experience many chemotactic steps before a reproduction step, and several reproduction 
steps before an elimination and dispersal step.
3. BFO for structural learning of BNs
We propose a new score and search algorithm for learning BNs using BFO. The proposed algorithm uses a bacterial 
population to search in the candidate network space and the K2 metric to evaluate the obtained networks until it ﬁnds the 
network with the highest K2 score.
3.1. Basic components
To use the BFO algorithm to learn BNs, we must deﬁne some basic components.
3.1.1. Representation of the problem
The solution space for learning BNs is composed of all possible DAGs. Each bacterium in the population models a feasible 
solution and is initialized to a DAG with fewer arcs. The bacterial population then explores in the search space to ﬁnd an 
optimal or near optimal network structure, as identiﬁed by the K2 metric. That is, the objective function is the K2 metric 
Eq. (3), and the search goal is to ﬁnd a network structure with the highest K2 score.
3.1.2. Solution initialization
Each initial solution is generated by an iterative process. Starting from an empty graph with no arcs (G0), arcs that are 
not already in the current graph are added one by one to the solution if and only if the score of the new solution is larger 
than the previous graph, and the new solution satisﬁes the DAG constraint. This process is repeated until the number of arcs 
reaches the number speciﬁed in advance. Thus, the solution initialization constructs a set of starting points in the search 
space. To save time, each solution is initialized to a simple graph with limited edges and subsequently optimized using the 
mechanisms discussed above.
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3.1.3. Chemotaxis
Addition, deletion, reversion, and move operators are four candidate directions for each bacterium to select in the chemo-
tactic process. A bacterium tries to perform each of the operators and selects the one that increases K2 score the most 
(equivalent to tumbling). The bacterium continues with the selected operator (equivalent to swimming) until the K2 score 
of the new solution no longer improves or the bacterium has performed the maximum steps, Ns . Essentially, the opera-
tors are four different local optimization operators. Addition, deletion, and reversion are simple standard operators in this 
domain and only change one edge of a candidate solution each time, which offers a relatively small range of optimization 
around a solution. The move operator exchanges the parent set of two existing edges in a solution and can cause a relatively 
large change to a solution. Thus, if a solution is not improved using the three simple operators, it may improve with the 
move operator. Swimming is a driving force toward a better solution using the same local optimization operator, which 
becomes more frequent as a bacterium approaches a better solution. Tumbling controls the change among different local 
optimization operators, which becomes more frequent as a bacterium moves away from a solution to search for a better 
one. The chemotaxis mechanism is a complex and close combination of swimming and tumbling that keeps bacteria in 
these places with higher scores for BN structures and plays a crucial role in searching for the best BN structures.
As shown in Fig. 1, a bacterium Gh , which represents a DAG with h arcs, attempts deletion, addition, reversion, and move 
and obtains new solutions Gh−1, Gh+1, G ′h , and G
′′
h , respectively. Assuming the K2 score of Gh+1 is the highest, then this 
bacterium will pick Gh+1, and continue to test the same operator to obtain new solution, Gh+2. If the K2 score of Gh+2 is 
still larger than for Gh+1, it will continue to perform the same operator. This process repeats until the K2 score no longer 
increases or Ns addition operators have been performed, i.e., m = Ns .
We summarize the chemotactic process of a bacterium into function Chemotaxis_Process(i), where K2(i, j, k, l) repre-
sents the score when the ith bacterium is at the jth chemotaxis, kth reproduction, and lth elimination and dispersal step:
Chemotaxis_Process(i)
1 Compute the K2 scoring of the graph G(i) represented by bacterium i, noted as K2(i, j, k, l), and let Glast = G(i).
2 Tumble: Try to carry out the four operators on G(i), respectively. Then select the one operator that makes the score
of G(i) increase the most, and the scoring of new graph G(i) is noted as K2(i, j + 1, k, l).
3 Swim:
a). Let m = 0 (the swimming counter) and K2last = K2(i, j, k, l).
b). While m < Ns
i. Let m =m + 1
ii. If K2(i, j + 1, k, l) > K2last
Let Glast = G(i), K2last = K2(i, j + 1, k, l), continue the selected operator on G(i), and obtain a new graph,
and compute its score, K2(i, j + 1, k, l).
iii. Else, let m = Ns, G(i) = Glast, K2(i, j + 1, k, l) = K2last .
The four operators are
• Addition: Randomly selects two nodes, xi and x j , where i = j and xi /∈∏(x j). If adding an arc aij = xi → x j in Gh it 
does not generate a directed cycle, and a new solution Gh+1 = Gh⋃aij is obtained.
• Deletion: Randomly selects an arc, aij , from node xi to x j in Gh , and deletes it. A new solution, Gh−1 = Gh \ aij , is 
obtained.
• Reversion: Randomly selects an arc, aij , from node xi to x j in Gh . If reversing the direction of the arc aij still satisﬁes 
the DAG constraint, then Gh = Gh \ aij⋃a ji .
• Move: For two nodes xi and x j with non-empty parent sets, this operator selects a parent node for each of the two 
nodes, xk ∈∏(xi) and xl ∈∏(x j) (k = l), then exchanges xk with xl if xl ∈ (X \ (∏(xi)⋃ xi)), xk ∈ (X \ (∏(x j)⋃ x j)). 
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This move operation satisﬁes the DAG constraint, i.e., the move operator simultaneously modiﬁes the parent sets of two 
nodes.
3.1.4. Reproduction
Reproduction employs a health function to calculate the accumulated K2 score of each bacterium over Nc chemotaxis 
steps, then sorts the bacterial population in descending order by their health value and picks the Sr healthiest bacteria 
to reproduce. Each of the healthiest bacteria splits into two bacteria with the same network structures. The remaining 
Sr least healthy bacteria are abandoned. Essentially, this mechanism provides information transmission among individuals, 
which is a basis to implement swarm intelligence methods. It represents a fairly abstract model of Darwinian evolution 
and biological genetics in genetic algorithms and acquires the elite information for delivery among swarm agents. The elite 
selection criterion in this mechanism is based on the ﬁtness sum over the whole life of a bacterium, i.e., the average ﬁtness 
of a bacterium in the chemotaxis process. This selection method may lead to the case where a bacterium in the last step of 
its life found the best solution so far, yet it still dies in the reproduction phase. However, from another perspective, it also 
has the effect of preventing the population from falling into local optima. Unlike the hill climbing algorithm, this selection 
method picks superior individuals according to multiple chemotaxis optimization processes (i.e., the average ﬁtness) rather 
than picking the best every time, making it easier to escape from local optima.




K2(i, j,k, l), (7)
where K2ihealth is the health value of the ith bacterium. A larger health value indicates that the corresponding bacterium 
has achieved larger K2 scores during its Nc chemotactic steps and hence is more likely to reproduce.
To explain the reproduction step clearly, let us take a population of four bacteria Gi1 , Gi2 , Gi3 , and Gi4 as an example. 
The process is shown in Fig. 2. First, the bacteria are sorted in descending order on the basis of their health value, obtaining 
Gi3 , Gi2 , Gi4 , and Gi1 , i.e., Gi3 and Gi2 are the healthiest bacteria, Gi4 and Gi1 the least healthy. Gi4 and Gi1 are discarded, 
and Gi3 and Gi2 reproduce themselves to create two Gi3 and two Gi2 .
3.1.5. Elimination and dispersal
The elimination and dispersal mechanism is invoked after Nre reproduction steps. Each bacterium in the population is 
subjected to an elimination and dispersal step with probability Ped (0 < Ped < 1) and the rule is
G =
{
G ′ if q < Ped
G otherwise
, (8)
where q is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1], G is the current solution associated with a bacterium and G ′ is 
a new solution obtained by solution initialization. For each bacterium, if the random number is smaller than Ped , it moves 
to a new initial solution; otherwise, the solution remains unchanged. This mechanism generates new solutions for some 
bacteria and makes these bacteria search from new starting points, which ensures new search regions are explored across 
the search space. Thus, the mechanism helps the bacterial population jump out of local optima.
3.2. Algorithm description
The proposed BFO-B algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. It starts with an initial population of DAGs, randomly generated 
by solution initialization, and iteratively performs the three principal mechanisms (chemotaxis, reproduction, and elimi-




a). Set parameters: S , Ns , Nc ,Nre , Ned , Ped , Sr
S: population size of the bacterial colony,
Ns : maximum number of swimming loops,
Nc : maximum number of chemotaxis loops,
Nre : maximum number of reproduction loops,
Ned : maximum number of elimination-and-dispersal loops,
Ped : the probability of each bacterium performing elimination and dispersal,
Sr : the number of high-health bacteria that would copy themselves in reproduction process.
b). Initialize the bacterial population
For i = 1 to S
do the process of solution initialization, and get the ith graph G(i) represented by bacterium i.
Let the best graph Gbest = G(1).
c). Let j = k = l = 0 (three counters)
2 Elimination and dispersal loop: l = l + 1
3 Reproduction loop: k = k + 1
4 Chemotaxis loop: j = j + 1
For bacterium i = 1, 2, . . . , S
Perform Chemotaxis_ Process(i).
if ( f (G(i) : D) > f (Gbest : D)) (i.e., if the scoring of G(i) is higher than that of Gbest)
Gbest = G(i).
5 If j < Nc , go to step 4.
6 Reproduction:
a). For given k, l, compute the health values of the current population according to Eq. (7).
b). Sort bacteria in order of descending Jhealth .
c). Split each of the Sr healthiest bacteria into two new ones while abandoning the other Sr ones.
7 If k < Nre , go to step 3.
8 Elimination and dispersal:
For each bacterium i = 1, 2, . . . , S may eliminate and disperse with a probability Ped according to Eq. (8).
9 If l < Ned , go to step 2, otherwise end.
10 Return Gbest .
nation and dispersal) to search for networks with higher scores. BFO-B uses chemotaxis and elimination and dispersal to 
balance between exploitation and exploration. It performs exploitation processes to local solutions in the chemotaxis phase 
and exploration processes in the elimination and dispersal phase. Chemotaxis is a major driving force that provides local 
optimization, where the bacteria try attain larger K2 scores, and can be viewed as a biased random walk or stochastic hill 
climbing. Elimination and dispersal places some bacteria in new regions, which causes a certain amount of destruction of 
the accumulating chemotactic progress, but it also has the positive effect of assisting chemotaxis because the dispersal may 
help bacteria jump out of local optimal solutions and obtain a global optima. Therefore, elimination and dispersal is con-
sider to be a chemotactic mobile behavior at the population level. Reproduction provides information transmission among 
the whole population and picks the elite individuals with higher scores. This process can accelerate convergence, and the 
special selection method based on average ﬁtness will, to some extent, avoid the algorithm converging to the local best 
solutions.
4. Experimental evaluation
We conducted experiments to study the performance of the BFO-B algorithm and compared it with nine well-known 
algorithms on many benchmark networks.
4.1. Experimental methodology
An algorithm for learning BNs is generally evaluated by testing it on datasets generated from benchmark networks 
by probabilistic logic sampling. In our experiments, we use twelve benchmark networks of different sizes, as detailed in 
Table 1, including their source and domain descriptions. Alarm is the most common network used in the literature for 
learning BN structures from data. Insurance, Child, and Asia are also relatively common networks. We also used two tiled 
networks, Alarm3 and Child3, which are separately composed of two common networks, Alarm and Child, by tiling three 
copies of themselves [15]. The tiling is performed in a way that maintains the structural and probabilistic properties of 
the original network in the tiled network. The aim of using tiled networks is to check the performance of an algorithm 
as the number of variables increases, while the diﬃculty of learning the network remains the same. All of the datasets 
used in the experiments are generated from the networks by probabilistic logic sampling, as shown in Table 2, where the 
datasets (D), the original BNs (G) that generate the datasets, the number of cases in D, the number of nodes in G, the 
number of arcs in G, and the K2 scores for the true network structures are listed for reference. Some datasets originate 
from the same network but have different data volume. For example, eight datasets are generated from the most common 
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Benchmark networks used.
ID Networka Domain description
1 Alarma A network by medical experts for monitoring patients in intensive care.
2 Insurancea A network for evaluating car insurance risks.
3 Childa A preliminary diagnostic model for newborn babies with congenital heart disease.
4 Credita A model for assessing worthiness of an individual.
5 Asiaa A ﬁctitious medical example on whether a patient has tuberculosis.
6 EngineFuelSystema A diagnostic model for a vehicle fuel system.
7 Boerlage92b A model for the relationships between the beliefs of Jim, a ﬁctitious character
who lives in a small community that also contains Hank, Tom, Molly, and Gale.
8 Studfarmb A model for calculating the probabilities of the horses in a stud farm being carriers
of a recessive gene causing a life threatening disease.
9 Brainc A model of a brain network used in medicine for diagnosing mental illness.
10 Tanka A diagnosis model for possible explosion in a tank.
11 Win95ptsa An expert system for printer troubleshooting in Windows 95.
12 Hepar IIa A diagnostic model for liver damage.
a Available in the software GeNie or https :/ /dslpitt .org /genie/.
b Available in the software Hugin 8.2 (×64).
c Available from http :/ /www.fmrib .ox .ac .uk /analysis /netsim /index .html.
Table 2
Datasets used.
Dataset (D) Network (G) Num. of cases Num. of nodes Num. of arcs Scoring
Alarm-1000 Alarm 1000 37 46 −5034.53
Alarm-2000 Alarm 2000 37 46 −9729.13
Alarm-3000 Alarm 3000 37 46 −14412.69
Alarm-4000 Alarm 4000 37 46 −19110.77
Alarm-5000 Alarm 5000 37 46 −23793.81
Alarm-6000 Alarm 6000 37 46 −28358.21
Alarm-7000 Alarm 7000 37 46 −33033.05
Alarm-8000 Alarm 8000 37 46 −37755.72
Insurance-3000 Insurance 3000 27 52 −19843.05
Insurance-5000 Insurance 5000 27 52 −32284.47
Insurance-6000 Insurance 6000 27 52 −38466.62
Child-2000 Child 2000 20 25 −10718.35
Child-5000 Child 5000 20 25 −26577.46
Credit-3000 Credit 3000 12 12 −13844.74
Credit-6000 Credit 6000 12 12 −27550.88
Asia-1000 Asia 1000 8 8 −1013.21
Asia-5000 Asia 5000 8 8 −4884.05
Child3-5000 Child3 5000 60 79 −81785.38
Alarm3-5000 Alarm3 5000 111 149 −75355.59
EngineFuelSystem-10000 EngineFuelSystem 10000 9 11 −2272.03
Boerlage92-10000 Boerlage92 10000 23 36 −44227.86
Studfarm-10000 Studfarm 10000 12 14 −1662.17
Brain-10000 Brain 10000 50 66 −290849.05
Tank-10000 Tank 10000 14 20 −14253.76
Win95pts-50000 Win95pts 50000 76 112 −196846.98
Hepar II-50000 Hepar II 50000 70 123 −705617.38
Alarm network. Using datasets from the same network, we can check the algorithm performance as data volume increases. 
The experimental platform was a PC with Core 2, 2.13 GHz CPU, 2.99 GB RAM, and Windows XP. The proposed BFO-B 
algorithm was implemented in the Java language.
The score and search approach can evaluate the learned results based on the scores (e.g. the K2 metric), and/or structural 
difference, i.e., the number of different arcs in the learned network compared with the true network. The higher the K2 
score or the smaller the structural difference implies a better outcome. However, the network with the highest K2 score 
is not necessarily the same network that has the smallest structural difference. Here, we are primarily concerned with 
researching search algorithms, so we consider the K2 metric as the primary way to evaluate the learned results.
In the experiments, we ﬁrst analyzed the BFO-B parameter inﬂuences by empirical testing and chose appropriate values 
for each parameter. To probe the BFO-B algorithm details, we investigated the contributions of different mechanisms to 
algorithm performance. BFO-B was then run on all the datasets in Table 2 to test its performance. Finally, using various 
metrics, we compared BFO-B with nine well-known methods, including six score and search algorithms, two dependency 
analysis algorithms, and a hybrid method combing score and search and dependency analysis.
We used statistical analysis [46] to provide levels of conﬁdence in our comparisons. Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests showed 
that our results do not follow a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, we used Kruskal–Wallis tests to perform nonparametric 
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BFO-B for different S on Alarm-2000.
S HKSa SSSa LKS AKSb AETb (s)
30 −9717.46(4) −9720.19(1) −9753.19 −9725.16± 10.37 120.5± 9.6
40 −9717.46(4) −9717.55(1) −9728.15 −9719.77± 3.64 148.7± 18.7
50 −9717.46(6) −9720.09(1) −9725.15 −9718.76± 2.30 182.9± 19.3
60 −9717.46(6) −9720.09(1) −9734.29 −9720.78± 5.24 188.1± 9.0
70 −9717.46(5) −9720.09(2) −9722.41 −9718.78± 1.67 232.5± 33.7
80 −9717.46(8) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.96± 0.99 251.6± 28.9
90 −9717.46(8) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.73± 0.78 311.5± 52.6
100 −9717.46(6) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9718.20± 1.10 310.2± 31.9
110 −9717.46(9) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.73± 0.79 319.2± 30.1
120 −9717.46(9) −9717.46(9) −9717.82 −9717.50± 0.11 345.6± 43.9
a The numbers in parentheses indicate the number to obtain the corresponding K2 scores.
b Results in the form μ ± δ indicate the mean μ and the standard deviation δ.
analysis of the results. The Friedman test also provides nonparametric analysis between more than two samples. However, 
the Friedman test is only valid for correlated samples, whereas the Kruskal–Wallis test may be applied to independent 
samples. In the experiments, the BFO-B algorithm and each comparison algorithm were independently run, so there is no 
correlation. Hence, we selected the Kruskal–Wallis test. To demonstrate the differences between the proposed algorithm 
and any of the comparison algorithms, we present all the statistical results whether the difference is signiﬁcant or not. 
We apply the Kruskal–Wallis test to perform paired tests with the conﬁdence level 95%, i.e., the probability of producing 
the difference by chance is not greater than 5%. If the p-value obtained from the test is less than 5%, we consider that a 
signiﬁcant difference exists in the corresponding experimental results.
4.2. Main parameter selection
There are six parameters, S , Ns , Nc , Nre , Ned , and Ped for the bacterial population size, number of swimming steps, 
number of chemotactic steps, number of reproduction steps, number of elimination and dispersal steps, and the elimination 
and dispersal probability, respectively. Fortunately, some BFO-B parameters are easily determined. For example, the number 
of swimming along the same operator in the chemotaxis phase is always less than ﬁve, and the algorithm performance is 
best when Ns = 4 (from test experiments). Since Nc ≥ Nre ≥ Ned , Nre and Ned also have constrained values. Thus, for our 
experiments, we set Ns = 4, Nre = 4, and Ned = 3.
In general, swarm intelligence based algorithms have good robustness, and are less sensitive to the parameters. Hence, 
we select only one dataset (Alarm-2000), which is generated from the most common Alarm network, as an example of 
the process of determining the remaining three parameters: S , Ned , and Ped . Ten candidate values of each parameter were 
chosen. The value of each parameter was changed while keeping the other parameters ﬁxed and 10 independent trials 
performed for each set of parameters. The evaluation metrics used are
• HKS: the Highest K2 Score over all trials. The higher the corresponding value, the better the learned network.
• SSS: the K2 Scoring of the learned network with the Smallest Structural difference over all trials.
• LKS: the Lowest K2 Score over all trials. The higher the corresponding mean value, the better the solution performance 
of the algorithm.
• AKS: the Average K2 Score over all trials. The higher the corresponding mean value, the better the solution performance 
of the algorithm.
• AET: the Average Execution Time over all trials. The smaller the corresponding mean value, the better the time perfor-
mance of the algorithm.
(A) Size of the bacterial population (S) The size of a population plays an important role in the search process of a 
swarm intelligence algorithm. To probe the effect of this parameter on our algorithm performance and select an appro-
priate value, we performed BFO-B 10 times using each candidate value of S , as summarized in Table 3. AKS for S ≥ 80
is signiﬁcantly superior to S < 80. Moreover, HKS, SSS, and LKS show that BFO-B can not only consistently ﬁnd networks 
with the highest K2 scores (−9717.46), but also all the scores are between the highest score (−9717.46) and the score 
of the network with the smallest structural difference (−9720.09) when S ≥ 80. Thus, larger S is better for the algorithm, 
because when there are more bacteria to search for the best network in a search space, it is more likely that the optimal 
or near optimal network structure will be found. To differentiate the most appropriate value from candidate values S ≥ 80, 
i.e., 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120, we performed pair-wise Kruskal–Wallis tests on the learning results, as shown in Table 4, 
in the form of p-values, where p > 0.05 indicates that the two values of S have no statistically signiﬁcant different effect 
on the performance and vice versa. All p-values are greater than 0.05, indicating that there are no statistically signiﬁcant 
differences between the ﬁve values. However, running time increases as S increases, as shown in Table 3, and so we would 
prefer a smaller value. Thus, balancing between ﬁnding a better network and spending less time, we set size of the bacterial 
population to 80.
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Signiﬁcance (p-valuesa from Kruskal–Wallis tests) for S .
S 80 90 100 110 120
80 0.5839 0.4269 0.5839 0.4656




a The conﬁdence level is 95%.
Table 5
BFO-B for different Nc on Alarm-2000.
Nc HKSa SSSa LKS AKSb AETb (s)
15 −9729.29(1) −9729.08(1) −9815.46 −9755.08± 26.47 170.6± 6.3
20 −9717.46(4) −9719.03(1) −9732.21 −9721.37± 5.63 209.6± 12.0
25 −9717.46(7) −9720.09(2) −9726.39 −9718.88± 2.71 226.9± 21.1
30 −9717.46(8) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.96± 0.99 251.6± 28.9
35 −9717.46(5) −9717.46(5) −9725.53 −9719.49± 2.81 254.1± 37.1
40 −9717.46(7) −9720.09(1) −9720.94 −9718.08± 1.23 266.2± 34.7
45 −9717.46(9) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.73± 0.79 274.7± 30.5
50 −9717.46(7) −9720.09(1) −9723.42 −9718.58± 1.92 283.6± 45.6
55 −9717.46(6) −9720.09(2) −9724.95 −9719.23± 2.51 277.3± 33.6
60 −9717.46(7) −9720.09(3) −9720.09 −9718.25± 1.20 257.8± 25.7
a The numbers in parentheses indicate the number to obtain the corresponding K2 scores.
b Results in the form μ ± δ indicate the mean μ and the standard deviation δ.
Table 6
Signiﬁcance (p-valuesa for Kruskal–Wallis tests) for Nc .
Nc 30 40 45 50 60
30 0.2792 1 0.2548 0.2758




a The conﬁdence level is 95%.
Table 7
BFO-B for different Ped on Alarm-2000.
Ped HKSa SSSa LKS AKSb AETb (s)
0.05 −9717.46(4) −9720.09(2) −9725.53 −9719.39± 2.60 240.7± 33.4
0.08 −9717.46(4) −9720.09(2) −9726.44 −9720.18± 3.31 246.0± 30.8
0.10 −9717.46(8) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.96± 0.99 251.6± 28.9
0.12 −9717.46(6) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.97± 0.80 261.4± 21.2
0.14 −9717.46(8) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.84± 4.71 273.4± 31.5
0.15 −9717.46(9) −9720.09(1) −9720.09 −9717.73± 0.79 262.6± 36.3
0.18 −9717.46(9) −9717.46(9) −9725.60 −9718.28± 2.44 271.7± 52.6
0.20 −9717.46(4) −9720.09(2) −9731.03 −9720.54± 4.32 280.6± 34.8
0.22 −9717.46(5) −9720.09(2) −9721.28 −9721.28± 1.03 289.3± 28.9
0.25 −9717.46(5) −9720.09(1) −9725.53 −9719.97± 2.46 303.3± 30.7
a The numbers in parentheses indicate the number to obtain the corresponding K2 scores.
b Results in the form μ ± δ indicate the mean μ and the standard deviation δ.
(B) Chemotactic steps (Nc) Chemotaxis is a key process, and so Nc is an important parameter for BFO-B. We tested 
BFO-B with 10 different candidate values of Nc , as shown in Table 5. From HKS, the BFO-B algorithm generally ﬁnds the net-
work with the highest score (−9717.46) when Nc ≥ 20; SSS shows that BFO-B ﬁnds the network with the smallest structural 
difference (−9720.09) when Nc = 25, 30, or ≥ 40; and LKS shows that BFO-B obtains the highest value (−9720.09) when 
Nc = 30, 45, and 60. Thus, the BFO-B algorithm shows good performance when Nc = 30, 45, or 60 for all three statistics. 
To identify the most appropriate value, we selected ﬁve candidate values of 30, 40, 45, 50, and 60 and performed pair-wise 
Kruskal–Wallis tests, as shown in Table 6. All p-values are greater than 0.05, indicating there are no statistically signiﬁcant 
differences between the ﬁve values. However, AET shows that running time generally increases as Nc increases, and so we 
set Nc = 30.
(C) Elimination and dispersal probability (Ped) Ped controls the exploratory search in the elimination and dispersal 
process. To select an appropriate value for Ped , we tested BFO-B with 10 different candidate values, as shown in Table 7. 
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Signiﬁcance (p-valuesa from Kruskal–Wallis tests) for Ped .
Ped 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.18
0.10 0.7976 0.3746 0.1632 0.1962




a The conﬁdence level is 95%.
AKS shows that the performance when Ped = 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, and 0.15 is superior to the other cases. HKS, SSS, and LKS 
show that the BFO-B algorithm not only ﬁnds the network with the highest score (−9717.46) and that with the smallest 
structural difference (−9720.09), but also all of the scores of the 10 runs are between the highest score (−9717.46) and the 
score of the network with the smallest structural difference (−9720.09) for those Ped cases. Although Ped = 0.18 returned 
9 of 10 runs with the highest K2 score (−9717.46), which is better than the four cases above, the average score is inferior. 
Thus, Ped either too large or too small adversely affects BFO-B performance. If Ped is too small, there will be fewer bacteria 
to perform the elimination and dispersal step, making it more diﬃcult to overcome a local optima. On the other hand, if Ped
is too large, while more bacteria will restart to search for the optimal solution, there is also increasing risk of missing the 
optimal solution. To further select the most appropriate value from the ﬁve candidates (0.10, 0.12, 0.14, 0.15, and 0.18), we 
performed pair-wise Kruskal–Wallis tests, as shown in Table 8. All p-values are greater than 0.05, indicating that there are 
no statistically signiﬁcant differences between the ﬁve candidate values. Since Ped = 0.10 shows the best time performance 
among the ﬁve cases, we selected Ped = 0.10.
Summarizing, the BFO-B parameters used in our experiments were: Ns = 4, Nre = 4, Ned = 3, S = 80, Nc = 30, and 
Ped = 0.1.
4.3. Effects of different components
The proposed BFO-B algorithm combines several different components that work together to obtain the ﬁnal outcomes. 
To gain additional insight into the inner workings of the algorithm, we probed individual contributions of the different 
components, i.e., the inherent characteristics of BFO-B. Three datasets generated from different networks were chosen to 
validate the effects of different components. When choosing the datasets, we considered popular networks of medium size: 
Alarm, Insurance, and Child. Thus, we selected three datasets generated from Alarm, Insurance, and Child: Alarm-2000, 
Insurance-3000, and Child-2000, respectively. Chemotaxis is a critical driving force for the BFO algorithm, without which 
BFO cannot work properly. Therefore, we used the chemotaxis mechanism as the essential mechanism of the algorithm and 
explored the individual contributions of the other four operators. Speciﬁcally, the four variations are
• BFO-B1: remove the reproduction process from BFO-B.
• BFO-B2: remove the elimination and dispersal process from BFO-B.
• BFO-B3: remove the move operator from BFO-B.
• BFO-B4: remove the swimming process from BFO-B.
BFO-B1 and BFO-B2 test the effects of the reproduction and elimination and dispersal mechanisms, respectively. BFO-B3 
validates the effectiveness of the move operator, which is a non-standard operator, whereas the other three operators, ad-
dition, deletion, and reversion, are standard and essential for the score and search approach when learning BN structures. 
Swimming means repeatedly optimizing a solution using the same operator. By removing the swimming process, BFO-B4 
optimizes a solution with a random mix of four different operators, which may be used to explore the effect of the swim-
ming process. For each dataset, 20 independent trials were executed, as summarized in Table 9, where the deﬁnitions of the 
other items are as in Section 4.2, and the new evaluation metrics are
• SSD: the Smallest Structural Difference over all trials, i.e., the smallest number of arcs wrongly added, deleted and 
reversed over all trials. The smaller the corresponding value, the better the learned network.
• BSD: the Biggest Structural Difference over all trials.
• ASD: the Average overall Structural Difference over all trials.
Both AKS and ASD show that the BFO-B variants achieve signiﬁcantly inferior results than the whole BFO-B algorithm 
on all three datasets. Thus, the corresponding four components are all effective in assisting the BFO-B algorithm to learn 
a better solution. The reasons for their effectiveness can be concluded as follows: (1) Reproduction takes charge of infor-
mation transmission among individuals, which is a key factor for a swarm intelligence method to obtain a better solution. 
(2) Elimination and dispersal makes some individuals search for a better solution in new regions, which plays a main role 
in global search, and is important for the algorithm to maintain a balance between global exploration and local exploita-
tion. (3) Compared with the three standard operators (addition, deletion, and reversion), move makes a bigger change on a 
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Performance of the BFO-B algorithm and variations.
Dataset Algorithm Scoring Structure
HKS LKS AKSb SSD BSD ASDb
Alarm-2000 BFO-Ba −9717.46 −9720.09 −9717.95± 1.08 3 7 5.05± 1.20
BFO-B1 −9717.46 −9723.34 −9718.86± 1.78 3 10 5.25± 2.12
BFO-B2 −9717.46 −9725.97 −9718.72± 2.67 3 11 5.60± 2.03
BFO-B3 −9717.46 −9729.62 −9720.25± 3.42 3 13 7.75± 3.99
BFO-B4 −9717.46 −9734.95 −9719.41± 4.44 3 14 6.70± 2.20
Insurance-3000 BFO-Ba −19862.83 −19930.66 −19887.29± 22.93 2 12 7.15± 3.00
BFO-B1 −19865.08 −19930.13 −19895.55± 17.99 3 13 7.25± 2.12
BFO-B2 −19864.74 −20071.83 −19902.72± 44.87 3 17 8.05± 8.31
BFO-B3 −19865.08 −20080.80 −19918.56± 65.07 3 19 9.35± 4.69
BFO-B4 −19867.96 −20063.56 −19925.63± 56.00 3 23 9.50± 5.57
Child-2000 BFO-Ba −10715.67 −10716.37 −10715.77± 0.25 1 4 1.45± 1.07
BFO-B1 −10715.67 −10716.37 −10715.81± 0.29 1 4 1.60± 1.23
BFO-B2 −10715.67 −10718.61 −10716.06± 0.69 1 4 2.10± 1.45
BFO-B3 −10715.67 −10716.66 −10716.07± 0.38 1 4 2.60± 1.50
BFO-B4 −10715.67 −10718.61 −10715.84± 0.69 1 4 1.75± 1.23
a BFO-B parameter values were S = 80, Ns = 4, Nc = 30, Nre = 4, Ned = 3, and Ped = 0.10.
b Results in the form μ ± δ indicate the mean μ and the standard deviation δ.
candidate solution, which offers more chances to assist the algorithm in escaping from a local optima. (4) Under a certain 
number of chemotaxis steps, the swimming process makes it possible to perform more explorations around a candidate 
solution and thereby is useful for the algorithm. From Table 9, we also observe that BFO-B1 and BFO-B2 have less difference 
from the whole BFO-B algorithm for AKS and ASD, which indicates that although reproduction and elimination and disper-
sal have positive roles in enhancing the performance of the algorithm, chemotaxis is the most essential component for the 
BFO-B algorithm. BFO-B3 and BFO-B4 show larger differences from the whole BFO-B algorithm. Since the move operator and 
swimming process are two key strategies in chemotaxis, removing either of them is equivalent to damaging the chemotaxis 
process. Hence the size of these differences provides further evidence of the importance of chemotaxis to the proposed 
BFO-B algorithm.
Thus, we conclude that reproduction, elimination and dispersal, move, and swimming processes are essential components 
for BFO-B to eﬃciently learn a BN structure from data.
4.4. Learning BNs using BFO-B
To fully test the performance of the proposed BFO-B algorithm, we ran 20 independent trials on all the datasets in 
Table 2, as summarized in Table 10 for K2 score and time performance, and Table 11 for structural difference between the 
learned and the true networks. The new evaluation metrics used in Tables 10 and 11 are deﬁned below, and the meanings 
of the other items are as in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
• KLQ: the Lower Quartile of the K2 scoring over all trials.
• SLQ: the Lower Quartile of overall Structural difference over all trials sorted.
• AAD: the Average Difference of arcs incorrectly Added over all trials, i.e., the average number of the arcs wrongly added 
over all trials.
• ADD: the Average Difference of arcs incorrectly Deleted over all trials.
• ARD: the Average Difference of arcs incorrectly Reversed over all trials.
The difference between HKS and LKS is small (Table 10), which indicates that the BFO-B algorithm is stable for all 
of the datasets. Also, KLQ is equal to the corresponding HKS for Alarm-2000, Alarm-5000, Child-2000, Child-5000, Credit-
3000, Asia-1000, Asia-5000, EngineFuelSystem-10000, and Studfarm-10000, which means that the proposed BFO-B algorithm 
returns the best networks on at least 15 of the 20 runs on these datasets. HKS and LKS are the same for Asia-5000, 
EngineFuelSystem-10000, and Studfarm-10000, which means that BFO-B obtains exactly the same results over 20 runs. 
Thus, the proposed BFO-B algorithm performs well for relatively smaller networks. HKS, KLQ, and AKS for relatively large 
networks (Child3-5000, Alarm3-5000, Brain-10000, Win95pts-50000, and Hepar II-50000) are higher than for the corre-
sponding true networks (Table 2), which shows that even for larger networks, the BFO-B algorithm is capable of ﬁnding 
networks with higher K2 scores (i.e., the networks which most match the datasets), provided they exist in the search space.
Mean and standard deviations of AAD, ADD, ARD and ASD (Table 11) are relatively small for datasets generated from 
the nine smaller networks (Alarm, Insurance, Child, Credit, Asia, EngineFuelSystem, Boeralge92, Studfarm, and Tank). The 
best values (numbers in parentheses) are not more than 3, except for Alarm-1000, which does not contain enough cases 
to correctly learn a BN structure. It is interesting that all of the statistics on Studfarm-10000 are 0, indicating that BFO-B 
always found the true network over 20 runs. Thus, the proposed BFO-B algorithm ﬁnds networks with structures very sim-
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K2 score and time performance of BFO-Ba on different datasets.
Datasets HKS LKS KLQ AKSb AETb
Alarm-1000 −5023.34 −5031.72 −5029.18 −5026.44± 2.38 191.8± 37.8
Alarm-2000 −9717.46 −9720.09 −9717.46 −9717.95± 1.08 246.9± 24.6
Alarm-3000 −14401.28 −14409.31 −14404.38 −11403.58± 1.75 339.0± 43.0
Alarm-4000 −19098.59 −19108.94 −19101.94 −19099.78± 2.55 429.2± 37.8
Alarm-5000 −23782.15 −23790.42 −23782.15 −23783.28± 2.21 537.4± 35.4
Alarm-6000 −28347.11 −28350.14 −28347.21 −28347.65± 0.91 631.1± 38.8
Alarm-7000 −33022.93 −33025.13 −33023.09 −33023.39± 0.73 726.9± 44.7
Alarm-8000 −37745.54 −37762.08 −37747.40 −37747.31± 3.72 832.2± 53.3
Insurance-3000 −19862.83 −19930.66 −19891.27 −19887.29± 22.93 341.8± 20.9
Insurance-5000 −32372.60 −32468.59 −32426.84 −32410.79± 26.42 793.2± 77.2
Insurance-6000 −38580.79 −38790.73 −38647.09 −38635.78± 51.45 996.2± 62.2
Child-2000 −10715.67 −10716.37 −10715.67 −10715.77± 0.25 35.9± 4.9
Child-5000 −26574.91 −26575.58 −26574.91 −26574.98± 0.20 88.2± 7.8
Credit-3000 −13842.16 −13844.84 −13842.16 −13842.48± 0.79 10.1± 12.4
Credit-6000 −27549.22 −27554.97 −27550.88 −27550.58± 1.95 17.1± 11.8
Asia-1000 −1011.26 −1011.76 −1011.26 −1011.38± 0.22 0.6± 1.2
Asia-5000 −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39± 0.00 1.8± 0.4
Child3-5000 −81754.96 −81760.36 −81756.75 −81756.39± 1.91 1368.0± 62.5
Alarm3-5000 −75340.77 −75355.96 −75348.57 −75344.67± 5.53 8530.1± 501.1
EngineFuelSystem-10000 −2271.71 −2271.71 −2271.71 −2271.71± 0.00 3.0± 0.0
Boerlage92-10000 −44205.85 −44208.68 −44206.33 −44206.42± 0.99 106.00± 3.64
Studfarm-10000 −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17± 0.00 25.9± 1.9
Brain-10000 −290709.58 −290742.92 −290709.58 −290714.57± 11.42 259.0± 34.4
Tank-10000 −14251.09 −14252.30 −14252.30 −14252.15± 0.37 136.4± 3.1
Win95pts-50000 −196805.89 −196807.39 −196812.38 −196806.89± 1.49 58768.5± 1634.6
Hepar II-50000 −705521.93 −705539.43 −705533.47 −705528.31± 6.50 5925.7± 146.9
a BFO-B parameters values were S = 80, Ns = 4, Nc = 30, Nre = 4, Ned = 3, and Ped = 0.10.
b Results in the form μ ± δ indicate the mean μ and the standard deviation δ.
Table 11
Structural difference performance of BFO-Ba on different datasets.
Datasets AADb ADDb ARDb ASDb SLQ
Alarm-1000 7.50± 2.66 (4) 2.05± 0.92 (1) 4.80± 2.86 (1) 14.35± 5.29 (6) 17
Alarm-2000 2.90± 0.44 (2) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.15± 0.85 (0) 5.05± 1.20 (3) 5
Alarm-3000 0.80± 0.68 (0) 1.10± 0.30 (1) 1.05± 1.20 (0) 2.85± 1.98 (1) 3
Alarm-4000 2.05± 0.86 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.15± 1.24 (0) 4.20± 2.14 (2) 4
Alarm-5000 1.05± 0.92 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.15± 1.19 (0) 3.20± 2.17 (1) 3
Alarm-6000 1.90± 0.44 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 0.95± 0.50 (0) 2.85± 0.91 (1) 3
Alarm-7000 0.90± 0.44 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 0.90± 0.44 (0) 2.80± 0.87 (1) 3
Alarm-8000 1.20± 0.75 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.45± 1.20 (0) 3.55± 2.01 (1) 3
Insurance-3000 3.10± 1.29 (1) 0.25± 0.44 (0) 3.80± 1.67 (1) 7.15± 3.00 (2) 9
Insurance-5000 2.30± 1.26 (1) 0.20± 0.41 (0) 3.60± 2.23 (1) 6.10± 3.26 (2) 7
Insurance-6000 2.95± 1.73 (1) 0.20± 0.41 (0) 4.20± 2.31 (1) 7.35± 4.11 (2) 9
Child-2000 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.45± 1.07 (1) 1.45± 1.07 (1) 1
Child-5000 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.30± 0.90 (1) 1.30± 0.90 (1) 1
Credit-3000 0.95± 0.39 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 2.85± 0.67 (1) 3.90± 0.79 (1) 4
Credit-6000 1.05± 0.59 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 2.10± 1.18 (0) 3.15± 1.81 (0) 3
Asia-1000 1.25± 0.43 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.15± 0.36 (1) 3.40± 0.73 (3) 3
Asia-5000 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
Child3-5000 2.05± 0.22 (2) 0.35± 0.67 (0) 4.55± 2.16 (3) 6.95± 2.67 (5) 7
Alarm3-5000 6.55± 1.00 (5) 3.15± 0.88 (2) 6.45± 2.39 (3) 16.15± 2.80 (13) 18
EngineFuelSystem-10000 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 2.00± 0.00 (0) 2.00± 0.00 (0) 2
Boerlage92-10000 0.45± 0.51 (0) 6.90± 0.94 (6) 5.30± 0.47 (5) 12.65± 1.31 (11) 14
Studfarm-10000 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0
Brain-10000 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 17.05± 2.96 (14) 17.05± 2.96 (14) 19
Tank-10000 1.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 2.20± 0.60 (2) 3.20± 1.40 (2) 4
Win95pts-50000 22.5± 2.52 (20) 14.85± 0.81 (14) 8.45± 1.50 (7) 45.80± 4.77 (41) 48
Hepar II-50000 6.20± 1.44 (5) 11.70± 0.57 (10) 10.75± 2.15 (9) 28.65± 3.34 (26) 31
a BFO-B parameters values were S = 80, Ns = 4, Nc = 30, Nre = 4, Ned = 3, and Ped = 0.10.
b Results in the form μ ± δ indicate the mean μ and the standard deviation δ; the numbers in parentheses indicate the best values obtained.
ilar to the true structures for smaller networks. For datasets Child3-5000, Alarm3-5000, Brain-10000, Win95pts-50000, and 
Hepar II-50000, generated from larger networks, the BFO-B algorithm does not perform well, but still attains relatively good 
results on Child3-5000, Alarm3-5000 and Brain-10000. For Win95pts-50000 and Hepar II-50000, the BFO-B algorithm ob-
tains networks with more incorrect arcs compared to the true networks, because the Win95pts and Hepar II networks have 
much more complex network structures (some nodes have more parent nodes or child nodes), and 50000 available cases 
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does not fully reﬂect their network characteristics. From the Alarm, Insurance, Child, and Credit datasets, BFO-B outcomes 
improve as data volume increases. This illustrates that larger data volumes are more conducive to correctly learning the 
underlying network structures. The tiled networks, Alarm and Child, show that BFO-B performance decreases as the number 
of variables increases while the diﬃculty of learning the network remains constant.
Execution times for the BFO-B algorithm on different datasets generated from the Alarm network is shown in Fig. 3 in 
the form of a box plot, where the top and the bottom of each box indicate the 75th and 25th percentiles, respectively; 
the line in each box indicates the 50th percentile; the whisker bars below and above each box indicate the 10th and 90th 
percentiles, respectively; and the squares and asterisks in each box indicate the mean and outliers, respectively. The mean 
values are all close to 50th percentile for all datasets except Alarm-2000 and Alarm-5000, and execution time ﬂuctuates 
weakly on each dataset, which indicates that the BFO-B algorithm runs stably. Execution time grows relatively slowly with 
increasing sample capacity, suggesting that the BFO-B algorithm is capable of handling relatively large datasets.
Considering K2 scores, structural differences and execution time, we conclude that the proposed BFO-B algorithm can 
ﬁnd network structures with higher K2 scores and smaller structural differences, and relatively stable runtime eﬃciency. 
Thus, the proposed BFO-B algorithm appears to be a more promising algorithm for learning BNs in the ﬁeld of big data.
4.5. Comparing BFO-B with other algorithms
We compared the proposed BFO-B algorithm with the nine well-known algorithms: ABC-B [10], ACO-B [6], GA-B [9], 
HCST-B [26], SC [21], GES [28], PC [29], TPDA [19] and MMHC [15]. These algorithms incorporate almost all the different 
classes of methods for learning BN structures from data and are all well-known methods in the domain of BN structural 
learning:
• ACO-B and ABC-B are state of the art swarm intelligence based methods recently developed that simulate foraging 
behavior of real ants and honeybees, respectively.
• GA-B is a classic evolution based algorithm, which makes use of a genetic algorithm to search for node ordering of the 
system variables and then evaluates the quality of the variable ordering with the K2 algorithm.
• HCST-B is a simple and common heuristic based algorithm that uses a hill climbing algorithm to construct network 
structures.
• SC constrains the search space by restricting the parents of each variable to belong to a small subset of candidates and 
also makes use of a hill climbing algorithm to learn network structures.
• GES provides a new implementation of the search space, using equivalence classes as states in a greedy search.
• PC is a prototypical dependency analysis algorithm.
• TPDA employs the concept of mutual information to test for conditional independencies.
• MMHC is a hybrid method combing dependency analysis and score and search, which uses conditional independence 
tests to identify the skeleton of the network structure and then orients the skeleton using a greedy hill climbing search.
The ﬁrst six algorithms (ACO-B, ABC-B, GA-B, HCST-B, SC, and GES) are score and search approaches, PC and TPDA are 
dependency analysis approaches, and MMHC is a hybrid approach. Because of space limitations, we report eight represen-
tative datasets generated from different benchmark networks with different sizes: Alarm-6000, Insurance-3000, Child-2000, 
Asia-5000, Studfarm-10000, Boerlage92-1000, Brain-10000, and Hepar II-50000.
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K2 score and time comparisons among 10 algorithms on Alarm-6000, Insurance-3000, Child-2000, and Asia-5000.
Datasets Algorithms HKS LKS KLQ AKSh AETh (s)
Alarm-6000 BFO-Ba −28347.11 −28350.14 −28347.21 −28347.65± 0.91 631.1± 38.8
ABC-Bb −28347.11 −28366.37 −28348.27 −28348.14± 4.18 266.5± 21.4
ACO-Bc −28347.11 −28369.51 −28347.38 −28348.56± 4.84 810.1± 120.4
GA-Bd −28368.77 −28431.92 −28389.06 −28394.30± 18.05 3068.6± 118.3
HCST-Be −28710.68 −28710.68 −28710.682 −28710.68± 0.00 14.2± 0.4
SCf −35748.22 −35748.22 −35748.22 −35748.22± 0.00 71.8± 0.1
GESg −28923.47 −28923.47 −28923.47 −28923.47± 0.00 4.6± 0.1
PCf −37091.14 −37091.14 −37091.14 −37091.14± 0.00 5.6± 0.06
TPDAf −33138.98 −33138.98 −33138.98 −33138.98± 0.00 5.8± 0.04
MMHCf −28497.40 −28497.40 −28497.40 −28497.40± 0.00 3.2± 0.8
Insurance-3000 BFO-B −19862.83 −19930.66 −19891.27 −19887.29± 22.93 341.8± 20.9
ABC-B −19865.08 −19921.65 −19901.98 −19895.29± 20.55 135.3± 8.9
ACO-B −19862.83 −19933.90 −19907.90 −19894.40± 22.90 332.8± 64.31
GA-B −19864.84 −20218.20 −19949.89 −19925.39± 83.03 1197.4± 19.22
HCST-B −21840.47 −21840.47 −21840.47 −21840.47± 0.00 5.2± 1.1
SC −26885.15 −26885.15 −26885.15 −26885.15± 0.00 8.1± 0.1
GES −20395.00 −20395.00 −20395.00 −20395.00± 0.00 3.9± 0.2
PC −27088.96 −27088.96 −27088.96 −27088.96± 0.00 4.8± 0.06
TPDA −26990.76 −26990.76 −26990.76 −26990.76± 0.00 4.4± 0.02
MMHC −22024.68 −22024.68 −22024.68 −22024.68± 0.00 16.5± 0.6
Child-2000 BFO-B −10715.67 −10716.37 −10715.67 −10715.77± 0.25 26.9± 4.2
ABC-B −10715.67 −10716.37 −10715.67 −10715.84± 0.31 7.4± 2.4
ACO-B −10715.67 −10715.67 −10715.67 −10715.67± 0.00 10.8± 3.0
GA-B −10715.67 −10715.67 −10715.67 −10715.67± 0.00 105.4± 2.0
HCST-B −10716.66 −10716.66 −10716.66 −10716.66± 0.00 1.3± 0.1
SC −11340.89 −11340.89 −11340.89 −11340.89± 0.00 5.1± 0.1
GES −11585.60 −11585.60 −11585.60 −11585.60± 0.00 2.5± 0.05
PC −12649.87 −12649.87 −12649.87 −12649.87± 0.00 3.1± 0.02
TPDA −12345.64 −12345.64 −12345.64 −12345.64± 0.00 2.1± 0.01
MMHC −10733.11 −10733.11 −10733.11 −10733.11± 0.00 1.4± 0.3
Asia-5000 BFO-B −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39± 0.00 1.8± 0.4
ABC-B −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39± 0.00 0.5± 0.04
ACO-B −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39 −4883.39± 0.00 1.0± 0.0
GA-B −4883.39 −4884.66 −4884.05 −4884.08± 0.22 4.1± 0.1
HCST-B −4885.71 −4885.71 −4885.71 −4885.71± 0.00 0.5± 0.1
SC −4883.75 −4883.75 −4883.75 −4883.75± 0.00 0.9± 0.04
GES −4884.05 −4884.05 −4884.05 −4884.05± 0.00 0.9± 0.03
PC −5533.11 −5533.11 −5533.11 −5533.11± 0.00 1.8± 0.01
TPDA −5160.60 −5160.60 −5160.60 −5160.60± 0.00 1.0± 0.01
MMHC −4883.44 −4883.44 −4883.44 −4883.44± 0.00 0.2± 0.06
a BFO-B parameters were S = 80, Ns = 4, Nc = 30, Nre = 4, Ned = 3 and Ped = 0.10.
b ABC-B parameters were K = 80, α = 1, β = 2, ρ = 0.1, q0 = 0.8, N = 150 and limit = 3.
c ACO-B parameters were m = 80, ρ = ψ = 0.4, β = 2.0, q0 = 0.8 and tmax = 150.
d GA-B parameters were λ = 80, pc = 1 and pm = 0.01.
e HCST-B parameter was maxiter = 1200.
f Using the default parameter values for the corresponding algorithms in the Causal Explorer system.
g Using the default parameter values for the GES algorithm in the TETRAD Project.
h Results in the form μ ± δ indicate the mean μ and the standard deviation δ.
To ensure fair comparison, the population sizes of the three population based algorithms (ABC-B, ACO-B, and GA-B) were 
set to 80. The other speciﬁc parameters of these algorithms and the HCST-B algorithm conformed to the best settings as 
reported in their original papers, which were tuned by a series of experiments. We obtained software implementations of 
the SC, PC, TPDA, and MMHC algorithms in the Causal Explorer system,1 and software implementation of the GES algorithm 
from the TETRAD Project.2 We used the default values in the software implementations for the parameters of these algo-
rithms. Each algorithm was executed for 20 independent runs over each dataset, as summarized in Tables 12 and 13 for K2 
score and time aspects, along with the detailed parameter values for some of the algorithms. Since PC and TPDA are based 
on independency analysis, which do not use the scoring mechanism in the learning process, but to uniformly compare the 
different algorithms, we computed the scores of the ﬁnal networks learned by them. Tables 14 and 15 show the structural 
difference outcomes, where the numbers in parentheses represent the best result over 20 runs. The meanings of all of the 
metrics in Tables 12–15 are as described variously above, and the best value for each metric except AET is shown in bold. 
1 Available at http://www.dsl-lab.org/causal_explorer/.
2 Available at http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/tetrad/index.html.
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K2 score and time comparisons among 10 algorithms on Studfarm-10000, Boerlage92-10000, Brain-10000, and Hepar II-50000.
Datasets Algorithms HKS LKS KLQ AKS AET (s)
Studfarm-10000 BFO-B −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17± 0.00 25.9± 1.9
ABC-B −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17± 0.00 9.3± 1.2
ACO-B −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17 −1662.17± 0.00 21.1± 1.7
GA-B −1662.17 −1663.07 −1662.81 −1662.69± 0.28 23.9± 0.4
HCST-B −1780.26 −1780.26 −1780.26 −1780.26± 0.00 0.8± 0.04
SC −1935.42 −1935.42 −1935.42 −1935.42± 0.00 2.1± 0.04
GES −1808.84 −1808.84 −1808.84 −1808.84± 0.00 1.6± 0.3
PC −2155.22 −2155.22 −2155.22 −2155.22± 0.00 0.8± 0.02
TPDA −1924.33 −1924.33 −1924.33 −1924.33± 0.00 1.0± 0.02
MMHC −1662.42 −1662.42 −1662.42 −1662.42± 0.00 1.4± 0.6
Boerlage92-10000 BFO-B −44205.85 −44208.68 −44206.33 −44206.32± 0.99 106.00± 3.64
ABC-B −44205.85 −44208.68 −44208.68 −44206.73± 1.32 35.1± 6.4
ACO-B −44205.85 −44208.85 −44205.85 −44206.42± 1.09 78.0± 4.9
GA-B −44208.07 −44220.79 −44214.68 −44212.04± 3.47 162.8± 5.4
HCST-B −44223.11 −44223.11 −44223.11 −44223.11± 0.00 3.5± 0.2
SC −50468.37 −50468.37 −50468.37 −50468.37± 0.00 7.1± 0.5
GES −44817.10 −44817.10 −44817.10 −44817.10± 0.00 3.1± 0.1
PC −46462.16 −46462.16 −46462.16 −46462.16± 0.00 3.4± 0.6
TPDA −46117.33 −46117.33 −46117.33 −46117.33± 0.00 1.8± 0.2
MMHC −44215.80 −44215.80 −44215.80 −44215.80± 0.00 2.6± 0.4
Brain-10000 BFO-B −290709.58 −290742.92 −290709.58 −290714.57± 11.42 259.0± 34.4
ABC-B −290709.58 −290770.44 −290729.16 −290719.03± 15.21 188.2± 18.9
ACO-B −290709.58 −290736.34 −290709.58 −290711.82± 6.48 259.0± 34.4
GA-B −290864.22 −290998.45 −290920.35 −290869.85± 52.48 211.1± 1.9
HCST-B −291080.26 −291080.26 −291080.26 −291080.26± 0.00 16.5± 0.2
SC −292297.57 −292297.57 −292297.57 −292297.57± 0.00 178.5± 4.8
GES −292541.46 −292541.46 −292541.46 −292541.46± 0.00 9.6± 1.1
PC −301049.56 −301049.56 −301049.56 −301049.56± 0.00 28813.7± 1420.4
TPDA −296390.72 −296390.72 −296390.72 −296390.72± 0.00 238.6± 3.3
MMHC −296442.64 −296442.64 −296442.64 −296442.64± 0.00 91141.5± 1200.5
Hepar II-50000 BFO-B −705521.93 −705539.43 −705533.47 −705528.31± 6.50 5925.7± 146.9
ABC-B −705517.65 −705536.82 −705529.37 −705528.03± 4.67 5605.8± 707.2
ACO-B −705521.93 −705535.74 −705530.08 −705528.79± 4.38 11655.4± 1763.4
GA-B −705540.11 −705552.82 −705550.40 −705552.82± 4.91 38146.6± 1247.1
HCST-B −706471.14 −706471.14 −706471.14 −706471.14± 0.00 189.9± 1.42
SC −752658.41 −752658.41 −752658.41 −752658.41± 0.00 739.7± 15.4
GES −711162.49 −711162.49 −711162.49 −711162.49± 0.00 98.4± 5.6
PC −731214.76 −731214.76 −731214.76 −731214.76± 0.00 14.7± 1.2
TPDA −730291.66 −730291.66 −730291.66 −730291.66± 0.00 9.6± 0.2
MMHC −706214.62 −706214.62 −706214.62 −706214.62± 0.00 6750.3± 124.3
We also performed pair-wise Kruskal–Wallis tests for the BFO-B algorithm against each of the other nine algorithms on each 
dataset to determine signiﬁcant differences, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) for K2 scores and overall structural difference, 
respectively. The red line is the benchmark, p = 0.05. When the results of two algorithms are exactly the same over all 
runs, p is inﬁnite, and we denote this case with “NA” in Fig. 4.
(A) K2 scores The three swarm intelligence based algorithms, BFO-B, ABC-B, and ACO-B, obtain the highest scores (in 
bold) with respect to the four metrics (HKS, LKS, KLQ, and AKS) on all eight datasets (Tables 12 and 13), which illustrates 
the superiority of swarm intelligence based approaches over score and search approaches used by the other algorithms. 
A scoring metric was used to measure the degree of matching between the learned network and the dataset. Thus, in spite 
of not using the scoring mechanism for the PC and TPDA algorithms, we are still able to measure their outcomes as inferior 
to the three swarm intelligence algorithms. The reasons for the inferior obtained by the GA-B, HCST-B, SC, GES, MMHC, PC, 
and TPDA algorithms are
• Although GA-B is a global optimization method, it searches the node ordering using a genetic algorithm, which is easily 
trapped into local optima, especially when the node number is large.
• Although the HCST-B, SC, GES and MMHC algorithms have different concrete implementations, they all look for better 
networks using a greedy hill climbing search, which is a local optimization technology, and can only ensure these 
algorithms ﬁnd local optimal solutions.
• PC and TPDA make use of statistical or information theory measures to judge whether certain arcs between variables 
exist. This type of method is unreliable for ﬁnding better networks.
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Structural differences among 10 algorithms on Alarm-6000, Insurance-3000, Child-2000, and Asia-5000.
Datasets Algorithms AAD ADD ARD ASD SLQ
Alarm-6000 BFO-B 0.90± 0.44 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 0.95± 0.50 (0) 2.85± 0.91 (1) 3
ABC-B 1.75± 0.54 (1) 1.05± 0.22 (1) 1.80± 0.68 (1) 4.60± 1.36 (3) 5
ACO-B 1.60± 0.50 (1) 1.05± 0.22 (1) 1.95± 1.12 (1) 4.60± 1.62 (3) 5
GA-B 3.40± 1.79 (2) 1.95± 0.39 (1) 4.45± 1.88 (3) 9.80± 3.49 (7) 10
HCST-B 4.00± 0.00 (4) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 14.00± 0.00 (14) 14
SC 12.00± 0.00 (12) 23.00± 0.00 (23) 5.00± 0.00 (5) 40.00± 0.00 (40) 40
GES 4.00± 0.00 (4) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 14.00± 0.00 (14) 14
PC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 20.00± 0.00 (20) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 26.00± 0.00 (26) 26
TPDA 1.00± 0.00 (1) 13.00± 0.00 (13) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 18.00± 0.00 (18) 18
MMHC 2.00± 0.00 (2) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 8.00± 0.00 (8) 8
Insurance-3000 BFO-B 3.10± 1.29 (1) 0.25± 0.44 (0) 3.80± 1.67 (1) 7.15± 3.00 (2) 9
ABC-B 3.85± 1.18 (2) 0.60± 0.50 (0) 7.60± 3.51 (3) 12.05± 4.81 (6) 17
ACO-B 2.95± 1.47 (1) 0.45± 0.51 (0) 5.75± 3.70 (1) 9.15± 5.25 (2) 14
GA-B 3.80± 1.28 (2) 0.85± 0.49 (0) 3.65± 2.50 (1) 8.30± 3.57 (4) 10
HCST-B 10.00± 0.11 (10) 9.00± 0.00 (9) 13±0.00 (13) 32.00± 0.00 (32) 32
SC 14.00± 0.00 (14) 22.00± 0.00 (22) 10.00± 0.00 (10) 46.00± 0.00 (46) 46
GES 2.00± 0.00 (2) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 10.00± 0.00 (10) 10
PC 1.00± 0.00 (1) 15.00± 0.00 (15) 19.00± 0.00 (19) 35.00± 0.00 (35) 35
TPDA 2.00± 0.00 (2) 18.00± 0.00 (18) 17.00± 0.00 (17) 37.00± 0.00 (37) 37
MMHC 4.00± 0.00 (4) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 17.00± 0.00 (17) 25.00± 0.00 (25) 25
Child-2000 BFO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.45± 1.07 (1) 1.45± 1.07 (1) 1
ABC-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.75± 1.30 (1) 1.75± 1.30 (1) 1
ACO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
GA-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
HCST-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 3
SC 3.00± 0.00 (3) 9.00± 0.00 (9) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 17.00± 0.00 (17) 17
GES 0.00± 0.00 (0) 5.00± 0.00 (5) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 12.00± 0.00 (12) 12
PC 1.00± 0.00 (1) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 12.00± 0.00 (12) 20.00± 0.00 (20) 20
TPDA 1.00± 0.00 (1) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 14.00± 0.00 (14) 21.00± 0.00 (21) 21
MMHC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 5.00± 0.00 (5) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 6
Asia-5000 BFO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
ABC-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
ACO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
GA-B 0.25± 0.55 (0) 0.05± 0.22 (0) 0.65± 1.03 (0) 0.95± 1.64 (0) 1
HCST-B 3.00± 0.00 (3) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 7
SC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 2.00± 0.00 (2) 2
GES 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
PC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 7
TPDA 0.00± 0.00 (0) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 5.00± 0.00 (5) 5
MMHC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 2.00± 0.00 (2) 2.00± 0.00 (2) 2
For the three swarm intelligence algorithms (BFO-B, ABC-B, and ACO-B), the proposed BFO-B algorithm slightly outper-
forms ABC-B and ACO-B, and obtains the highest AKS on ﬁve of the eight datasets (Alarm-6000, Insurance-3000, Asia-5000, 
Studfarm-10000, and Boerlage92-10000).
Fig. 4(a) shows the BFO-B algorithm is signiﬁcantly superior to the seven non-swarm intelligence algorithms (GA-B, 
HCST-B, SC, GES, PC, TPDA, and MMHC) on all eight datasets (except GA-B on Child-2000), with higher K2 scores and 
p < 0.05 (except for BFO-B and GA-B on Child-2000). BFO-B performs signiﬁcantly better than ABC-B on Insurance-3000 
and ACO-B on Alarm-6000 and Insurance-3000 (p < 0.05). However, there are no signiﬁcant differences between BFO-B and 
either of ABC-B and ACO-B for the other cases.
Hence, the proposed BFO-B algorithm can guarantee the discovery of better quality networks, with higher scores than 
the seven non-swarm intelligence algorithms (GA-B, HCST-B, SC, GES, PC, TPDA, and MMHC), and are not lower than the 
two swarm intelligence algorithms, ABC-B and ACO-B.
(B) Structure differences The results in terms of structure difference are similar to those in terms of scores (Tables 14
and 15). The swarm intelligence algorithms (BFO-B, ABC-B, and ACO-B) have smaller structural differences than the other 
seven algorithms, GA-B, HCST-B, SC, GES, PC, TPDA, and MMHC, according to the structural difference metrics (AAD, ADD, 
ARD, ASD, and SLQ) in the majority of situations. The proposed BFO-B algorithm obtains the smallest ASD on six of the 
eight datasets (Alarm-6000, Insurance-3000, Studfarm-10000, Boerlage92-10000, Brain-10000, and Hepar II-50000).
There are several situations where the structural differences are too large. For example, the MMHC and PC algorithms 
are respectively 140 and 790 for the Brain-10000 data, and the SC, PC and TPDA algorithms are respectively 155, 119, and 
117 for the Hepar II-50000 data. These results indicate that the corresponding algorithms completely failed to learn the 
network structures from the datasets. Two factors may be the cause of such poor outcomes: the default parameters are 
potentially unsuitable for the corresponding algorithms on these datasets (Brain-10000 and Hepar II-50000); and/or the 
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Structural differences among 10 algorithms on Studfarm-10000, Boerlage92-10000, Brain-10000, and Hepar II-50000.
Datasets Algorithms AAD ADD ARD ASD SLQ
Studfarm-10000 BFO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0
ABC-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0
ACO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0
GA-B 0.80± 0.41 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.95± 0.60 (0) 1.75± 0.97 (0) 2
HCST-B 6.00± 0.00 (6) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 10.00± 0.00 (10) 16.00± 0.00 (16) 16
SC 5.00± 0.00 (5) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 12.00± 0.00 (12) 12
GES 7.00± 0.00 (7) 2.00± 0.00 (2) 2.00± 0.00 (2) 11.00± 0.00 (11) 11
PC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 2.00± 0.00 (2) 8.00± 0.00 (8) 8
TPDA 0.00± 0.00 (0) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 4
MMHC 1.00± 0.00 (1) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 1
Boerlage92-10000 BFO-B 0.45± 0.51 (0) 6.90± 0.64 (6) 5.30± 0.47 (5) 12.65± 1.31 (11) 14
ABC-B 0.95± 0.22 (0) 7.30± 0.47 (7) 5.65± 0.49 (5) 13.90± 0.45 (12) 14
ACO-B 1.10± 0.45 (0) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 7.30± 3.33 (5) 15.40± 3.73 (12) 14
GA-B 1.90± 0.64 (1) 7.20± 0.41 (7) 9.55± 1.79 (6) 18.65± 2.30 (14) 19
HCST-B 4.00± 0.00 (4) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 17.00± 0.00 (17) 27.00± 0.00 (27) 27
SC 13.00± 0.00 (13) 26.00± 0.00 (26) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 43.00± 0.00 (43) 42
GES 3.00± 0.00 (3) 11.00± 0.00 (11) 8.00± 0.00 (8) 22.00± 0.00 (22) 22
PC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 27.00± 0.00 (27) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 33.00± 0.00 (33) 33
TPDA 0.00± 0.00 (0) 24.00± 0.00 (24) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 31.00± 0.00 (31) 31
MMHC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 8.00± 0.00 (8) 6.00± 0.00 (6) 14.00± 0.00 (14) 14
Brain-10000 BFO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 17.05± 2.96 (14) 17.05± 2.96 (14) 19
ABC-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 19.40± 2.96 (15) 19.40± 2.96 (15) 21
ACO-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 17.90± 2.88 (13) 17.90± 2.88 (13) 20
GA-B 2.50± 2.24 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 15.75± 3.19 (13) 18.25± 5.30 (14) 15
HCST-B 0.00± 0.00 (0) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 32.00± 0.00 (32) 32.00± 0.00 (32) 32
SC 39.00± 0.00 (39) 4.00± 0.00 (4) 29.00± 0.00 (29) 72.00± 0.00 (72) 72
GES 0.00± 0.00 (0) 10.00± 0.00 (10) 28.00± 0.00 (28) 38.00± 0.00 (38) 38
PC 732.00± 0.00 (732) 0.00± 0.00 (0) 58.00± 0.00 (58) 790.00± 0.00 (790) 790
TPDA 29.00± 0.00 (29) 60.00± 0.00 (60) 1.00± 0.00 (1) 90.00± 0.00 (90) 90
MMHC 90.00± 0.00 (90) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 43.00± 0.00 (43) 140.00± 0.00 (140) 140
Hepar II-50000 BFO-B 6.20± 1.44 (5) 11.70± 0.57 (10) 10.75± 2.15 (9) 28.65± 3.34 (26) 31
ABC-B 8.70± 1.56 (3) 10.15± 0.88 (9) 20.10± 4.84 (8) 38.95± 5.46 (23) 41
ACO-B 5.85± 1.93 (3) 10.95± 0.83 (9) 13.60± 3.65 (9) 30.40± 4.31 (26) 31
GA-B 8.25± 3.90 (3) 10.75± 1.30 (10) 15.75± 5.36 (9) 34.75± 8.84 (22) 43
HCST-B 2.00± 0.00 (2) 13.00± 0.00 (13) 18.00± 0.00 (18) 33.00± 0.00 (33) 33
SC 36.00± 0.00 (36) 116.00± 0.00 (116) 3.00± 0.00 (3) 155.00± 0.00 (155) 155
GES 1.00± 0.00 (1) 31.00± 0.00 (31) 9.00± 0.00 (9) 41.00± 0.00 (41) 41
PC 0.00± 0.00 (0) 110.00± 0.00 (110) 9.00± 0.00 (9) 119.00± 0.00 (119) 119
TPDA 0.00± 0.00 (0) 103.00± 0.00 (103) 14.00± 0.00 (14) 117.00± 0.00 (117) 117
MMHC 3.00± 0.00 (3) 28.00± 0.00 (28) 7.00± 0.00 (7) 38.00± 0.00 (38) 38
Fig. 4. Pair-wise Kruskal–Wallis tests: (a) K2 scores, (b) structure.
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networks (Brain and Hepar II) may be more complex, and the number of cases (10000 and 50000) are not large enough for 
the corresponding algorithms to correctly learn better network structures.
Fig. 4(b) shows that the BFO-B algorithm is signiﬁcantly superior to HCST, SC, GES, PC, TPDA, and MMHC, on all eight 
datasets (except GES on Asia-5000 and HCST-B on Hepar II-50000), achieving the smallest ASD, and the corresponding 
p-values are all less than 0.05. BFO-B also performs signiﬁcantly better than GA-B on half of the datasets (Alarm-6000, 
Insurance-3000, Studfarm-10000, and Boerlage92-10000), ABC-B also on (a different) half of the datasets (Alarm-6000, 
Insurance-3000, Brain-10000, and Hepar II-50000), and ACO-B on three datasets (Alarm-6000, Insurance-3000, and Boer-
lage92-10000). For the other cases, there are no signiﬁcant differences between BFO-B and GA-B, ABO-B, and ACO-B. Hence, 
the proposed BFO-B algorithm can obtain networks with smaller structural differences compared with the other algorithms.
(C) Time performance Tables 12 and 13 show that the four population based algorithms BFO-B, ABC-B, ACO-B, and 
GA-B generally take more time than the non-population based algorithms (HCST-B, SC, GES, PC, TPDA, and MMHC), because 
these four algorithms have many candidate solutions to be optimized. The GA-B algorithm also needs more time than the 
three swarm intelligence algorithms BFO-B, ABC-B, and ACO-B, because it performs both genetic and K2 algorithms each 
iteration.
To further study the time performance of BFO-B among swarm intelligence based algorithms, we compared the three 
swarm intelligence algorithms on eight datasets generated from the Alarm network, as shown in Fig. 5, where the execution 
time is an average of 20 independent runs. BFO-B performs the worst among the three algorithms on Alarm-2000 and 
Alarm-3000. This is because the solution initialization and optimization phases are separated, in contrast to ABC-B and 
ACO-B, which merge optimization processes into their solution construction phases. Thus, when the sample capacity is 
small, BFO-B spends a relatively high proportion of its time on initialization, which leads to an overall longer running time. 
However, as the sample capacity increases, BFO-B spends most of its time on optimization, and initialization time becomes 
trivial, as shown in Fig. 5. BFO-B performance improves, and time performance stays between that of ABC-B and ACO-B 
when the sample capacity equals or exceeds 3000. However, because ABC-B has two information exchange mechanisms 
among artiﬁcial bees, it can quickly perform solution optimization and obtains the best time performance.
Summarizing, we conclude that the proposed BFO-B algorithm is capable of ﬁnding networks that is superior to those 
obtained by the non-swarm intelligence algorithms (GA-B, HCST-B, SC, GES, PC, TPDA, and MMHC) and is highly competitive 
compared with networks obtained by the two state of the art swarm intelligence based algorithms (ABC-B and ACO-B). 
Therefore, the proposed BFO-B algorithm appears to be a promising method for learning BN structures from data.
5. Conclusions
We proposed a new swarm intelligence algorithm, BFO-B, to learn the structures of BNs. The proposed algorithm uses 
BFO to search the optimal network structure in the network space and the K2 metric to guide the search process. The 
novelty of this method is its application of basic BFO to the structural learning of BNs, which not only enriches the ap-
plication of the BFO-B algorithm but also provides a new way to learn BN structure in uncertain artiﬁcial intelligence. We 
performed a series of experiments to demonstrate the performance of the BFO-B algorithm in many domains and compared 
the algorithm with nine representative methods: ACO-B, ABC-B, GA-B, HCST-B, SC, GES, PC, TPDA, and MMHC. The proposed 
algorithm BFO-B algorithm is an effective algorithm to accurately learn a BN structure from the data.
In future work, we will continue to study the optimization mechanisms of BFO to improve BFO-B time performance, and 
extend our study to more complex optimization problems, such as dynamic BN learning problems and BN learning problems 
with incomplete data or large scale nodes.
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